
 

Madhuban Beloved Avyakt BapDada’s divine message 24/07/03 
for the Couple’s Bhatti via Dadi Gulzar 

 
Today, I reached BapDada in the subtle region carrying the love and remembrance of householder brothers 
and sisters who have come here for the bhatti.  From a distance, I celebrated a sweet meeting with 
BapDada, and through Baba’s drishti, I was taken beyond as I continued to come close.  Baba said: Come, 
My multimillion times fortunate child, come.  Saying this, Baba merged me in His heart and garlanded me 
with His spiritual angelic arms.  As soon as I was garlanded with this alokik garland, I was very happy in 
my heart seeing my fortune.  So many devotee souls garland God with a variety of garlands, but here, God 
Himself is garlanding me with the garland of His invaluable alokik arms.  Throughout the whole cycle, you 
cannot receive such a garland.  I became merged in the attainment of such fortune.  BapDada said: Child, 
BapDada merges every child in His divine arms and constantly continues to sing songs of the children’s 
fortune.  Look at the wonder of the children.  BapDada said through a thought in His heart: Come, 
children!  Come, children!  He invited them all and all the children reached there and became merged.  
After that, Baba said: I will show you the wonder of the children even now, and saying this, Baba had a 
thought and within a few moments there was a very big circular hall and all around were seats of light.  In 
just one second, the group of all of you householders who had come reached the hall and sat down on your 
own seats.  It was such a beautiful scene; it was like a beautifully decorated gathering of angels.  BapDada 
was giving everyone drishti with a lot of love and spoke sweet words: Children, whilst living in the 
household, always remain detached in the attitude towards others and be the ones who remain loving to the 
Father.  Be a point of double light and might and make the atmosphere everywhere light, because nowadays 
all souls are oppressed by many burdens and due to this they have become powerless.  With your angelic 
form, give such souls vibrations to become light and liberate them from their burden.  This is the special 
service of you souls who live with an attitude beyond (par vruti).  (Pravruti is household). 
 
After that, this scene came to an end and Baba asked: Child, what other news have you brought?  I replied: 
Baba, these days, there is the sparkle of this group in Madhuban.  The rains are playing their part very well 
and everyone is doing yoga bhattis and classes with a lot of love.  Diamond Hall gets completely full, and 
everyone loves this scene.  BapDada smiled and said: BapDada now wants this from every child: Each one 
to constantly, with an easy thought, and even in their dreams, stay in the personality of purity.  On each 
one’s face, let the sparkle of this divine personality be practically visible because it is through the group of 
householders that the great power of purity is to be revealed.  Those who are going to make the very well-
known great souls bow down, to such children who are like Angad, BapDada continually gives you the 
blessing: May you be immortal!  May you be unshakeable!  May you be immovable!  As Baba said this, it 
felt as though Baba was in front of me and yet not there.  I just continued to observe.  After some time, Baba 
looked at me and smiled.  I asked: Baba, where were You?  Baba replied: I was watching the children of 
this group and seeing that the children are moving along with courage, zeal and enthusiasm, they are also 
studying, and yet every now and again, some children, instead of following the father, seeing the father and 
taking the easy simple highway for self-transformation, are going onto the small streets of “Why is this?  
What is this?  How is this?”  They become confused in this revelation and with this, waste the power of their 
elevated thoughts and the power of their elevated time, and so they become weak, because on this Godly 
path, purity is not just celibacy, but together with this, you also have to follow the footsteps of Brahma 
(Brahmachari).  You also have to become one who follows every step of Father Brahma.  It is not complete 
purity if in every thought, word, attitude or vision, there is anything wasteful or negative, and this is why 
BapDada constantly draws your attention: At every moment let there be self-respect, self-transformation 
and positive thoughts for the self, and you will easily be able to attain perfection. 
 
According to the atmosphere of the world today, Maya and the atmosphere of the elements, there is a need 
for introversion, concentration and the elevated stage of stability.  This is the transformation BapDada 
wants to see in every child of this group and each one of you have to continue to give your news in essence: 
Whether you are continuing to move along having become free from waste or it is up to a certain 
percentage only. 



 

After that, BapDada said: OK, child!  What gift will you take back for this group?  Within a few moments, I 
saw that many beautiful bracelets arrived in front of me.  On each bracelet were diamonds shining with 
colourful lights that were sparkling very brightly.  Baba said: Baba is giving every child this bracelet as a 
divine gift so that you constantly keep yourself tied with this bracelet (promise): At this time, I have to be a 
master almighty authority and give power to others.  I have to bring my title of being master almighty into 
every action in a practical way.  Not just one with powers, but I have to become one with all powers and 
make others that.  Saying this and giving love and remembrance from the heart for everyone, BapDada bid 
me farewell. 
 

* * * Om Shanti * * * 
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